
Eight weeks into school, and we really must say that

our community is INCREDIBLE! When we started the

2020-2021 school year, we knew that we would be

facing new challenges (to say the least). The last few

weeks have shown that Grant Elementary's teachers,

staff members, students, and families really are

DESTINED FOR GREATNESS. Every day we are

learning new things, solving problems together, and

working through all the difficulties that come with

education during a pandemic. We would like to make a

shout out to all those folks - both here at school and at

home - that are doing what they can to make it

possible for our students to be learning safely.  

BULLDOG WELLNESS
Supporting the Academic, Social, and Emotional Health

of Grant Elementary Students, Teachers, and Families 

O C T O B E R  2 0 2 0  -  I S S U E  1 0

UPCOMING DATES

September 28 - October

16 PTA Fall Fundraiser

"Read-a-Thon"

September 30 & October

1 Parent Teacher

Conferences

October 2 No School 

October 15-16 No School

(Fall Recess) 

October 21 Early

Dismissal & UNITY DAY.

(Wear Orange today!) 

October 22-23 No School

for Students (Teacher

Work Days) 

We are
STRONGER

TOGETHER! 



This year, we are continuing our work to learn more about ourselves. After last year's focus

on Character Strengths and the Brain, students and staff will be using that information to

explore more of who they are - including their emotions!

Students were introduced to the term "Resilience" in September's Character Education.

They learned that resilience is a skill that can be taught and strengthened, and that it is the

ability to overcome challenges and rise above adversity. Both our teachers and students

will be learning about increasing our resilience this year. Teachers are actively working on

creating resilient learning spaces in their classrooms, while students will gain tools to put

their own resilience into practice. 

To teach resilience, Character Education will focus on understanding our brain and it's

responses to stress; knowing our strengths; recognizing the power of our thoughts; as well

as noticing, naming, and navigating our emotions. You may have heard that we talked about

DRAGONS in our first Character Education lesson - it's true! This year we will be thinking

about how our emotions are a little like dragons... sometimes we are afraid of them, but

when we get to know them a little better (like  Hiccup and Toothless do in How To Train

Your Dragon) we are able to use those emotions in a positive way!  

SECOND STEP CURRICULUM  

In addition to our Character Education lessons lead by

Mrs. Marsh, all of our teachers are guiding their

students through the Second Step curriculum. This

program teaches students about positive learning

choices, empathy and respect, emotions, and decision

making skills.  Last month our schoolwide theme was

being a welcoming place where every student feels like

he or she belongs. 

This month, our schoolwide theme is skills for learning:

listening, focusing attention, using self-talk to stay on-

task, and being assertive when asking for help with a

learning task. In our morning announcements and

school assembly, we’ll be reminding students of these

skills, which help students be successful learners.

SOCIAL - EMOTIONAL

LEARNING

LEARNING ALL ABOUT OUR EMOTIONS

AND OURSELVES!

ONLINE  & HYBRID

LEARNERS!

Our online and hybrid

learners can access

Second Step lessons AND

Character Education

lessons online! Visit the

Grant Elementary

Stronger Together

Classroom or Mrs.

Marsh's YouTube channel

directly!   

https://classroom.google.com/c/MTU4MjU3NTkyNTkw?cjc=obeuky5
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq1Rkxz5ylgmcyB87HGfehg/featured?view_as=subscriber


Healthy Me, Healthy You: Teachers nominate students who demonstrate the best

ways to stay healthy and safe while learning during COVID-19. Students who

wear their masks appropriately, wash and sanitize their hands, and maintain a safe

social distance are highlighted for their leadership and example! We are so

fortunate to have so many students helping to keep themselves and others safe.  

Stronger Together: This award goes to students who demonstrate the qualities of

inclusion, acceptance, and kindness. In addition, students can be nominated for this

award by demonstrating growth and practice in character education and Second

Step skills.

Impact Fridays: Each rally we invite our  students to think about how they make a

difference on others and their community, or how others have made a difference on

them. Students are invited to share these stories of impact with one another and

the larger group. We have loved hearing about the impact your student(s) are

making!   

Highlighting student success is one of the best things about Friday rallies. While

rallies look a little different this year, we are so excited to be starting a few new

traditions. In addition to our academic recognition, we will be recognizing students in

two new arenas this year: Healthy Me, Healthy You and Stronger Together. We are

also introducing Impact Fridays. Take a look! 

Hurray! We have finished our first round of

district essential benchmark assessments in

Writing and Language Arts. As you may know,

last year we adopted our Mission and Vision;

Grant Elementary: Destined for Greatness. The

first aspect of being GREAT is setting goals.

Benchmarks assessments happen several times a

year and are a wonderful way for students to

practice setting goals and working to achieve

them. This is also a wonderful opportunity for

students to receive feedback. Talk with your

student(s) about how they feel this first round of

benchmark assessments went, and where they

would like to improve. Working with your

student regularly to help them achieve their

goals is a meaningful way to stay in engaged in

their academic journey. 

ACADEMIC

BENCHMARKS

JOIN US FOR

UNITY DAY!  

WEAR ORANGE

ON OCTOBER 21!  

STUDENT RECOGNITION & IMPACT FRIDAYS 


